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1. The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons 

Responsible for Genocide and Other Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law 

Committed in the Territory of Rwanda and Rwandan Citizens Responsible for Genocide and Other 

Serious Violadons Committed in the Territory of Neighbouring States, between 1 January and 31 
December 1994 ("Appeals Chamber" and 'Tribunal", respectively) is seized with an interlocutory 

appeal filed by tlle  rosec cut ion' against an oral decision of Trid Chamber III, rendered on 16 

February 2006,' resolving a disclosure dispute between the parties. 

2. In this decision, the Appeals Chamber considers whether the Trial Chamber erred as a 

matter of law in finding that rhe Prosecution may not rely on its Elecuonic Disclosure Suite 

("EDS") to fidfill its disclosure obligations under Rule 68 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence 

of the Tribunal. ("Rules"). The W S  contains public or redacted vasions of more than thirty-four 

thousand documents potentidly reIevant to all accused before the ~ribunal.~ The Prosecution has 

made this searchable database available to the defence in every case, in which counsel agree to its 

terms of use, so that it may be searched for exculpatory materiaL4 In the view of the Prosecution, 

this system discharges its obligation under Rule 68, except for material "not, or not yet," included in 

the system, which material, the Prosecution claims, it will continue to search and disclose itself? 

The Prosecution made these submissions before the Trial Chamber, when confronted by rhe 

Defence with material, available in redacted form in the ED$, which it had not formally di~closed.~ 

The Trial Chamber, however, found the Prosecution in breach of its Rule 68 disclosure obligations? 

This interlocutory appeal ensued. 

' Prosecutor's Interlocotory Appcsl of thc Trial Chamber's Decision Given Orally on 16 Febsuary 2006 Regarding the 
Role of the Electronic Disclosure Suite in Discharging the Prosecution's Disclosure Obligations, 6 March 2006 
(Trosecution Appeal"). Mr. Nzhrera rtspondcd in Respondent's Brief of lowph Nzirom and Motion to Strike, 13 
Mmch 2006 ("Nzia-orera Response and Motion"). The Prosecution replied in Prosecutor's Reply to "Respondent's Brief 
of Joseph Nzirorera and Motion to Snike'', Responding to, "Prosecutor's Lnterlocutory Appeal of the Trial Chamber's 
Decision Giwn Orally on 16 February 2006 Regarding the Role of the Elecrronic Disclosure Suite in Discharging the 
Pmswution's Disclosure Obligations" ("Prosacution Roply and Response"). Mr. Karemers and h4.t. Ngisumpatse did 
not respond t~ the Prosecution Appeal after requesting and bein granted an extension of time pending its manslation 
into French, whch was filed on 30 May 2006. See Decision on l! dousrd Karemcra's Request for Exlension of Time to 
Respond to the FYosecution's Interllocubry Appcial, 4 April 2006; Decision on Rcquest for Extension of Time, 24 March 
2006. 

17re Prosecutor v. Edounrd Karemera et aL, Case NO. ICTR=9844T, Oral Deciuion, T. 16 February 2006 pp. 2-10 
("Impugned Decision"). 
3 Prosecution Appeal, para. 24. 

Prasccution Appeal, paras. 23-26. ' Prosecution Appeal, paras. 2, 20,26 ( T h e  Appellant, however. should be able to ~ c l y  on thc EDS fur disclosure of 
any other material, under Rule 68 . . . The EDS has been set up to perfonn the function of disclosing the evidence in the 
possession of the Prosecutor to the Defcnce . .. It is thus unnecessarily repetitive, and wasteful of resources, for L~C: 
Office of the Prosecutor u, have to carry out the same search, and provide thc same mattrial again, when rke matmid 
has already been made available to the Defence through D S .  In effcct this would require the Prosecution to discharge 
irs disclosure obligations twice-"). 

~ r o s ~ u t i o n  Appcal, p a .  2. ' Impugned Decision, pp. 5,8. 
Case No. ICIX-9844-AR73.7 I 30 June 2006 
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3. On 6 February 2006, Mr. Nzirorera requested the disclosure of a number of statements 

relevant to several witnesses scheduled to be heard! In support of his motion, he presented several 

redacted statements, which he had obtained, bearing markings associated with the Prosecution, to 

demonstrate lhat the Prosecution was in possession of documents that it had failed to di~close.~ 

4. During oral argument on the motion before the Trial Chamber, the Prosecution explained 

that many of the statements sought by Mr. Nzirorera were available in the EDS and asserted that 

Mr. Nzirorera had in fact already obtained them by searching the EDS." The Prosecution further 

contended that the availability of this material in the EDS fidfilled its disclosure obligations under 

Rule 68." 

5. The Trial Chamber disagreed that availab'ity of material on the EDS discharges the 

Frosecution's disclosure obligations and found that the Prosecution had failed to comply with its 

disclosure obligations.'2 It emphasized that: 

[. . .] the existence of an clcctronic database created by the Office of the hosecutor for storage and 
retrieval of documents, which allows the Defence to do its own searches for exculpatory material, 
does not relieve the Prosecution from its positive obligation to disclose all Rule 68 material in the 
possavsion of the  rosec cut ion." 

The Trial Chamber, however, fomd that Mr. Nzirorera's possession of redacted forms of the 

documents mitigated much of the prejudice caused by the failure to di~close.'~ 

6 .  On appeal, the Prosecution does not seek reversal of any of the Trial Chamber's individual 

fmdings regarding disclos~re.'~ Rather, the Prosecution challenges exclusively the general finding 

that it may not discharge its Rule 68 disclosure obligations through the EDS, emphasizing the 

significant implications this conclusion has on its disclosure practices in this and other ~ a s e s . ' ~  

I Impugned Decision, p. 2; Prosecution Appeal, para 6; Nzirorera Response and Motion, para 6. The Appeals Chamber 
has considered other asp&, of this panicdm dispute in The Prosecutor v. houard  Karemera er el., Case No, 98-44- 
AR73.6. Decision on Joseph Nzirorexn's Interlocutory Appeal, 28 April 2006 ("Nzhrera Appeal Decision"). 
9 Prosecution Appeal, paras. 7.26. 
lo T. 13 F e b w  2006 p. 11. 
I I T. 13 February 2006 p. I1 (Mt. Webstec 'Wow, if he's finding this inforrna6on on IDS, then hc's Bnding it, or he's 
discovering it. in a manner b t  is intended by the rulcs because that database was established to afford rhe Defence an 
opportunity to look h r  information that would assist it in preparing irs deface.  So  I don't b o w  if the Court could 
enquke where Mr. Robinson is prdhg this infomatian from. but if it's coming from the EDS, the EDS is functioning 
in exactly the fashion thar. ir was designed to."). 
'* Impugned Decision, p. 8. 
'' hpugned Decision. p. 5. 
Id Impugned Decision, p. 8. 
Is Prosecution Appeal, par& 3. 
l6 fioscxution Apped. para 2- 
Case No. ICTR-98-44-AR73.7 30 June 2006 
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7. The Prosecution explains that, upon completion," its IDS will contain its entire evidence 

collection, except for confidential material.'%esently, it has thirty-four thousand do cum en^, with 

several thousand more to be added, divided into three general categories: redacted witness 

statements, audiolvideo, and Prosecution evidence.lg The database allows a usm to peRorm text 

searches and then to view and print selected documents." The Prosecution explains that the EDS is 

also accessible to defence counsel via the internet:' which Mr. Nzirorera disputes.u In addition, 

Mr. Nzirorera portrays a vastly different picture of the utility of the EDS, pointing to significant 

problems in locating relevanc material in light of the fact that much of the material in the EDS is 

redacted.23 

8. The Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber erred as a matter of law in finding that it 

cannot discharge its disclosure obligations under Rule 68 by making the Prosecution evidence 

collection and other relevant materids accessible to the Defence through the EDS." In identifying 

the Trial Chamber's alleged legal error, the Prosecution contends that the Trial Chamber failed to 

appreciae the searchable format of the E D S . ~  However, in the very same passage upon which the 

Prosecution relies in support of this proposition, the Trial Chamber clearly expressed that the EDS, 

"allows the Defence to do i ts searches for exculpatory mald&'" Consequently, the Appeals 

Chamber cannot agree that the Trial Chamber failed to appreciate this aspect of the EDS. Rather, in 

the view of the Appcals Chamber, the Prosecution appears to take issue with the Trial Chamber's 

finding that the Prosecution has a ''positive obligation" to disclose Rule 68 materid "in i t s  

possession" to individual accused." The Appeals Chamber, however, can identify no legal error on 

" The Prosecution does not indicate when t h ~  d S  willbe complete. 
'' Prosecution Appeal, p m .  24. The Prosecution illmkatts the functioning df its EDS in paragraphs 20 to 26 or the 
Prasecution AppeaL Attached to the Prosecution App~al are scvcd anntxes containing materials that illustrate how the 
EDS works and how it can be used by Defence Counsel. Mr. Nzirorcra seeks to strike rhe annexes and pwagraphs 20 to 
25 of the Prosecution Appcal, complaining that these paragraphs and anncxes prcsent material that was not before the 
Trial Chamber. See Nzirorcra Rcsponse and Motion, paras. 2-4. With respect to paragraphs 20 to 25 of the Prosecution 
Appeal, tbr Appeals Chamber dcnicv Mr. Nzitorera's request. In the circumstances of this case, the Appeals Chamber 
does not find the submissions in these paragraphs problematic, as the description provided in the Prosecution Appeal is 
mawidly h e  sarnc, for thc purposes of this decision, as the much more genera1 one given to the Trial Chamber. See T. 
13 February 2006 pp, 10-12, 19. The Appeals Chamber. however, grants Mr. Nzkorera's request with respect to rhc 
annexes. These annexes contain addilional evidence, which m y  only be admitted in accordance with the procedure laid 
out in Rule 115. 

Prostcurion Appeal paras. 21,24. 
20 Prosecution Appeal, para 21 '' Prosecution Appeal, ~ Y B  21. 
" Warorera Response and Morion, p a  25. 
23 Nziroma Rcsponsc and Motion, paras. 14-26. 
2* Prostcution Appeal, paras. 2,16,18. 
25 Prosecution Appeal, paia 25. 

Impugned Decision, p. 5; Ptosecution Appeal, para. 25. 
" Prosecution Appeal, p m .  34 ("The Trial Chamber incorrectly formulated thc Prosecutor's obligation. stating that the 
Proeecution has a 'positive obligation to disclose all Rule 68 material in the possession of the Prosecution"') (emphasis 
in original); Prosecution Reply and Response, pam 7 ('The objectionable language used by the Trial Chamber in tho 
Case No. TCTR-98-WAR73.7 3 30 June 2006 
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the part of the Trial Chamber in holding that the Prosecution has a posixive obligation to disclose 

exculpatory material in its possession. 

9, The Prosecution's obligation to disclose exculpatory material is essential to a fair The 

Appeals Chamber has always interpreted this obligation broadly." The positive nature of this 

obligation and its significance stern from the Prosecution's duty to investigate, which the Appeals 

Chamber has explained runs conterminously with its duty to prosecute.30 In particular, the Appeals 

Chamber recalls that one of the purposes of the Prosecution's investigative function is "to assist the 

Tribunal to arrive at the truth and to do justice for the international community, victims. and the 

accused."31 The responsibility for disclosing exculpatory material rests on the Prosecution alone, 

and the determination of what material meets Rule 68 disclosure requirements is primarily a fact- 

based judgement, falhg within tbs Prosecution's re~~onsibility.'~ In other words, the Prosecution 

has a distinct obligation to participate in the process of administering justice by disclos&g to the 

Defence, as required by Rule 68(A), material which it actually knows "may suggest the innocence 

or mitigate the guilt of the accused or affect the credibility of the Psosecut.ion evidence". This 

responsibility is crucial to the analysis. 

10. Bearing these principles in mind, the Prosecution must actively review the material in its 

possession for exculpatory mafditf' and, at the very least, inform the accused of its existence.34 In 

impused Decision was that the EDS 'does not re.Iicve. the Prosecution from its positive obligation to disdose all Ruh 
68 marerid in the possession of the Prosecution"') (emphasis in oriO$aal). 
2' Nzirorem Appeal Decision, para. 7. See &o 7 7 ~  Prosecutor v. Thboneste Bagosora et al, Case Nos. ICTR-9841- 
AR73. ICTR-98-41-AR73(B), Decision on Interlocumry Appesls on Witness Protection Orders. 6 October 2005, para. 
44 ("Bagosora Appeal Decisionh); The Prosecutor v. Dcuio KO* and Morio ceder.  Casc No. IT-95-1412-A, Appeal 
Judgemcnq 17 Docember 2004, patas. 183,242 ("Kordic' and Cerkez Appeal Judgement"); The Prorecutor v. Tihomir 
BldkiC Case No. IT-95-144 Judgement, 20 July 2004, para. 264 ("BEasEaskic' Appeal Judgement"): The Prosecutor v. 
Radislav Krstid, Case No- IT-98-33-A, Judgement, 19 April 2004, para. 180 ("Krstif Appeal Judgement"); The 
Prosecutor v. Radoslav Brdanin, Case No. IT-99-36-A, Decision on Appellant's Motion for J>i,sdosure Pursuant to 
Rule 68 and Motion for an Order t~ the Registrar to Disclose Ceiraid Materids. 7 December 2004, p. 3 ("Brdbnin 
Appeal Dccision1')- 

B l d k i e  Appeal Judgement, paras- 265,266: Krstid Appoal Judgement, pam. 180. 
" Bagosora Appeal Decision, para 44. See also Brdanin Appcal Decision, p. 3; Kordid and &rkez Appeal Judgement, 

, 183; BMkit Appeal Judgcmcnt, para. 264. 
%aecution Regulation No, 2, para Z(h). As a result, the Appcalr Chamber ands dissoncening Uu. Rorecutioa's 
suggestion befarc; the Trial Chamber that it  is somehow not obliged to search far material impacting on  he credibility of 
its own witnessts. See T. 13 February 2006 p. 11 ("we cannot exhaustively search the en* OTP database simply to 
prosecute witnesses that we're bridging to this Cow as  part of our Prosecution case .. . om job here is ro prosecute the 
three men ... sittin$ on the orher side of the courmoom. W e  do not prosecute our other witnesses. When we find 
m d a l  tbar is relevant to rhis case and relevant to - and wirhin the pntameters of Rule 68, wc disclose it, but we can 
only do the best that we can do, and that's what we've done."). 
32 Nu'rorera Appeal Decision, paras. 16, 22; Bagosora Appeal Docision, para. 43 (". . . the [disclosure] obligations rest 
on the Prosocutor alone ..."). See also K~rdiE mcl &rkez Appeal Judgamcnt, para. 183: Brdanin Appeal Decision, p. 3. 
" See, e.g., BlaJki6 Appcal Judgement, paTa. 302; The Prosecutor v. Jy\l&naE Kajelrj'eli, Case No. ICTR-98-44A-4 
Judgement, 23 May 2005. para 262. The Appeals Chamkr has recognized that the voluminous nature of materids "in 
the possession1' of P r o m m  may give rise to delays in disclosme. It does not hawcvcr excuse the Prosecution horn 
reviewing it and assessing it in light of Rule 68. Sea, e-g., BIaski6 Appeal Judgement, p m ~  300 (". . . the voluminous 
mnm of the materials in the posx;saion of the Prosecurion may result in delayed dischsm, since the material in 
question may be idenWted only aftcr tht; uial proceedings havc concluded."); KrsriC Appeal Judgement, pata. 197 ("The 
Appeals Chamber is syo;lpahk to the argument of thc Prosc~ution t h ~ t  in most inshnccs material requires processing, 
wmslatioa, annlysis and identification as exculpatory maha l .  Tbe Prosecution cannot be expcckd to disclose material 
Casc NO. ICIX-9 8-44-AR73.7 4 30 June 2006 
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the view of the Appeals Chamber, the Prosecution's Rule 68 obligation to disclose extends beyond 

simply making available its entire evidence collection in a searchable format. A search engine 

cannot serve as a sunogate for the Prosecution's individualized consideration of the material in its 

possession. As such, the Appeals Chamber can identify no legal error on the part of the Trial 

Chamber in finding that the EDS, as described by the Prosecution, fails to E@iIl these important 

and expansjve obligations. 

11. The Prosecution's reasoning includes the following two steps First, it argues that 

paragraphs (A) and (B) of Rule 68 establish two distinct disclosure obligations covering different 

categories of materials: paragraph (A) applies to materials that the Prosecution actually Knows m y  

be exculpacoty, while paragraph (B) applies more broadly to all "collections of relevant material", 

whether or not the Prosecution knows that they may be exculpatory. Second, it argues that when the 

Prosecution provides the defence with an electronic collection of relevant materials in satisfaction 

of its obIigation under paragraph @), that also satisfies its obligations under para,orph (A) with 

respect to any materials governed by paragraph (A) that may be found somewhere within the 

collection. The Appeals Chamber notes that while the first step of the Prosecution's argument 

appears to embrace a rather broad interpretation of the Prosecution's disclosure obligations, the 

second step would have the effect of curtailing them by making it unnecessary for the Prosecution 

to draw the attention of the Defence to the particular material that it actually knows may be 

exculpatory. 

12. The Appeals Chamber observes several flaws in the Prosecution's reasoning. The 

Prosecution's obligation to disclose to the defence material that may suggest the innocence or 

mitigate the guilt of the accused or affect the credibility of Prosecution evidence is set f d  in Rule 

68(~ ) .~ '  It is only Rule 68(A) that atziculates which material is subject to disclosure under this rule 

and which obliges the Prosecution to disclose it. Rule 68@) does not establish a distinct disclosure 

obligation.36 Rather, it simply provides for a possible modality of conveying exculpatory material to 

the defence, in an electronic formar, after the Prosecution identifies it as "relevant material" which 

is subject to disclosure under Rule 68. This is supported by the plain language of sub-paragmph B 

which - despite its best efforts - it has not been able to review and USUS. Nevertheless, thc Proswlltion did take an 
inordinate amount of time before disclosing material in this m e ,  and has failed to provide a satisfacrory e~planation for 
the delay.") (inrunal citation omitted). Moreover, the Appeals Chamber has explained the unity of thc OEicc of the 
Qosecutor in discharging disclosure. See Bagosora Appeal Decision, pans. 42-46. 

See Krstic' Appeal Judgement paras. 190,195. 
Rule 68 (A) provides; 'The Prosecutor shall, as soon as practiciible. disclose ro the Defence any marcrial, which in 

the actual howledgc of rbe Prosecutor may suggcst the innocence or mitigate the guilt of the accused or affect the 
aedibility of Prosecution evidence." 

Rule 68 (B) provides: =Where possible. and with the agreement of the Defence, and w i ~ o u t  prejudice to Pnragraph 
(A). the Prosecutor shall make available to the Ddencr:, in elcctronic form, collections of relevant material hdd by lhc 
Prosecutor, togcLhcr with appropriate compum software with which the Dofcncc can search such collections 
dectronically." 
Case No. ICTR-984AR73.7 5 30 Junc 2006 
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of Rule 68 and by its drafting history, which focused on the technical feasibility of providing to the 

defence electronic versions of documents subject to Rule 68 d i a d m . " '  

13. Thus, disclosure under Rule 68(B) is merely the digital equivalent of disclosure under Rule 

68(A), consisting of the same material in searchable elecbonic form. For these reasons, for the 

Prosecution to seek to satisfy its Rule 68 obligations merely by granting the Defence access to an 

electronic database containing tens of thousands of documents, only a few of which it knows to be 

potentially exculpatory, is the equivalent of the Prosecution seeking to satisfy those obligations by 

giving the Defence a key to a storage closet containing the same tens of thousands of documents in 

paper form. In both cases, the Prosecution has for all intents and purposes buried the exculpatory 

materials, at leat unless it notifies the Defence of the existence of such materials and provides a 

means by which the Defence can be reasonably expected to find them. Rub 68@) was not intended 

to facilitate tbi5 kind of evasion of the Prosecution's disclosure obligations. Indeed, its text makes 

clear that it is in no way intended to dilute or circumvent Rule 68(A)'s requirements: it states that it 

is "without prejudice to paragraph (A)" .~~  

14. The Prosecution's second principal argument on appeal is that, by creating the J3DS and by 

making it searchable, its collection is now "reasonably accessible" to the defence, which is a 

recognized exception to its obligation to disclose.39 By way of illustration, the Prosecution refers to 

Appeals Chamber jurisprudence indicating that transcripts of open session testimony are not subject 

to disclosure as they are "reasonably acce~sible"-~ Mr. Nziroma disputes this claim, emphasizing 

the difficulty of identifying exculpatory material given the redacted nature of the documents on the 

EDS.~' The Prosecution counters that Mr. Nzirorera's complaints are belied by his possession of 

material, which it surmiscs came from  the'^^^, thereby demonstrahg its proper functioning? The 

Appeals Chamber observes that it is not clear from the record how Mr. Nzirorera obtained the 

material he used to demonstrate that the Prosecution was in breach of its disclosure obligations. 

15. The Appeals Chamber a p e s  that the Prosecution may be relieved of its Rule 68 obligation 

if the existence of the relevant exculpatory material is known to the Defence and if it is reasonably 

" Minutes of the Fourteenth P l c n q  Session (cofidcntial), paras. 87-100. 
'' Indeed, this proviso makes it clear that even if the Prosccutim were correct that Rule 68(B) refers to a differcnt 
category of materials than does Rub 68(A), it would not follow that granting access to the EDS satisfies aU of i t s  
disclosure; obligations. hte;rd it would simply mean that the Prosecution could use clachonic disclosure to satisfy its 
obligarion undcr Rule 68@) with respect to one category OF maMials, but would still be obligated to follow thc 
traditional method of disclosure for the mrrowcr category of materials subject to Rule 68(A). Thus, the second step of 
rhc Prosecution's argument does nor follow logically from rhc first. 
'9 Rosccntion Appeal, patas. 2, 43-47. The Prosecution also raises a rehted argument, submitring that thc WS 
addresses ~ h c  underlying rationale far the Prosecution's disclosure obligation by eliminating its superior access to &e 
rnatcrial. Rosecution Appeal, paras. 38-42. 
40 Prosecution Appeal, para. 46, citing BluJkid Appeal Judgement a d  Brdanirr Appeal Dwhion. 
dl NXir~~r:ts Response and Motion, paras. 14-26. 
" Aostc~lrion Appeal, para. 26. 
Case No. Im-98-44-AR73.7 6 30 June 2006 
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accessible through the exercise of due diligence." On the baais of the record before it, however, the 

Appeals Chamber cannot find that the EDS makes documents reasonably accessible as a genml 

matter, nor that the Defence can be assumed to b o w  about all materials included in it. The 

determination whether given exculpatory information i s  reasonably accessible, and whether its 

existence is known to the Defence requires a careful examination of the relevant cir~umstances.~~ 

This is true for material. on the EDS - especially given that, as Mr. Nzirorera notes, it may be 

difficult to recognize material as exculpatory if it is only available in redacted form - just as it is 

true for rnat+al not found on this system. The Appeals Chamber has not been asked to decide here 

whether the Prosecution satisfied its disclosure obligation with respect to any particular piece of 

information. The Appeals Chamber cautions the Prosecution, however, that just because it has 

placed a particular piece of material on the EDS, it has not necessarily made that piece of materid 

"reasonably accessible" to any given accused. It might be helpful if the Prosecution either separates 

a special file for Rule 68 material or draws the attention of the Defence to such material in writing 

and permanently updates the specid file or the written notice. 

16. Finally, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Prosecution points to the practice of various 

Trial Chambers of the hternational Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia concerning 

electronic ifil~~bsm.~ Tk Appeals Chamber notes that the practice described in those cases differs 

from the Prosecution's proposed approach in this ~ r i b u n a l . ~ ~  

DISPOSITION 

17. For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber DISMISSES the Prosecution Appeal. in al l  

respects. 

Done in English and French, the English version being authoritative. 

Done this 30th day of June 2006, 
At The Hague, 
The Netherlands. 

[Seal of the Tribunal] 

Brdmin Appeal Decision, p. 4; BZajW Appeal Judgemen& para. 296. 
44 See, e.g., Bhlcrrkic~Appeal Judgement, paras. 286-303. 
" Prosecution AppeaI, paras. 48-54, citing The Prosecutor v. Sefer Halilovic!, Case No. IT-01 48-T, Decision on Motion 
for Enforcemcnr of Court Order Re Electronic Disclosure Suicc, 27 July 2005 ("Nulilovi,iC Decision8*); Prosecutor v. 
Fatmir Limaj et al., Case No. IT-03-66', Deckion on rhc Joint' Motion on Prosecution*s Late and Incompktt 
Disclosure;, 7 Junr: 2005. 
46 For exynpI~, in the Halilmid Decision. the Rosecution's Elccmnic Disclosun: Suite contained a separate folder for 
material directed at Halilovid. the Prosecution informed thc accused whm new m a w  was placed into the folder, and 
it also indexed, to some extent. the electronic collection. Hdilovi~Dccision, pp. 3-5. 
Case No. ICTR-98-44-AR73.7 7 30 June 2006 
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